Introduction
Easy Protection From eSmog
The Phone Chip is a unique wellness solution that provides protection for your body from the harmful
effects of electrosmog exposure from mobile phones, computers, laptops, and televisions. Your Phone
Chip go wherever you go by discreetly attaching to your electronic devices. Thus the Phone Chip will not
only help those affected by electro-sensitivities, but also act as a preventative measure for your future
protection.
Radiation consists of travelling energy in the form of waves or particles. It occurs naturally all around us
and can be harmless in small doses, although through different types of radiation such as e-smog
(electromagnetic radiation) the body can experience adverse effects. The Phone Chip is a proven,
functional and effective product that helps absorb problematic radiation frequencies, transforming them
into frequencies that are more compatible and safer to your body. Additionally the Phone Chip has an
energetic value that subtly transmits positive information into your body, further supporting your wellbeing.
Living in a Harmful Frequency Jungle
Today, most of us can hardly imagine a normal day without a mobile phone, a computer or television.
According to a study released by the Council for Research Excellence, the average adults usually spend
at least 8.5 hours a day in front of screens, including computers and televisions, which both produce a
number of static electric fields and alternating electric and magnetic fields at various frequencies. In many
countries, over half the population use mobile phones and the market is growing rapidly. CCS Insight, a
major market research and analysis body focussing on mobile and wireless sectors reports, that more
than ten billion mobile phones have been sold globally since 1994, including five billion mobile
subscriptions since the start of 2011. The unavoidable transmission masts and towers can already be
found everywhere and the concern whether mobile phone radiation is dangerous to humans is no longer a
myth. These convenient and useful devices have become fully integrated into our lives, where they
definitely have their rightful place. Yet they also cause problems involved with their usage.
The Invisible Danger of Electromagnetic Field Radiation
Electromagnetic fields (EMF) of all frequencies represent one of the most common and fastest growing
environmental influences, about which anxiety and speculation are spreading. They are present
everywhere in our environment but are invisible to the human eye and their effects are much worse than
you think! All populations are now exposed to varying degrees of EMF, and the levels continue to increase
as technology advances. Numerous scientific studies and experiments show that there are increasing
numbers of people who are sensitive to the electromagnetic field frequencies emitted by mobile radioantennae, mobile phones, computers and television sets. Exposure to a consistent external frequency for
more than a few minutes can cause our body's electrical functionality to be disrupted. It interferes with the
body's natural healing process. The sensitive reactions display a variety of symptoms*, such as insomnia,
difficulty in concentrating, anxiety, irritability, headaches, dizziness and similar responses.
*The indicated symptoms may vary based upon individual and may not be a direct result of exposure to
electromagnetic fields.
Protect Yourself. Balance Your Energy. Reduce Your Stress.
Amidst the dynamics of the modern world, a healthy body requires a lot of time and attention. Taking
reasonable precautions is an important day-to-day thought for us all. The Phone Chip acts in assistance to
those already affected by harmful e-smog as well as providing a preventative measure for vital protection
to the body. Combining two pioneering technologies in one single chip, the Phone Chip works well with the
characteristics of quartz minerals that helps absorb various radiation patterns transforming these into

frequencies that are more compatible with biological systems. An energetic value is additionally
integrated into the Phone Chip to subtly transmit positive information maintaining the well-being of our
body.
With its easy-to-use design, attaching the Phone Chip to your everyday electronic devices allows you to
take preventative action by engaging, activating and supporting your own body’s natural defences and
energy systems. Your protection goes wherever you go!
The Combination of Two Pioneering Energy Technologies
Human Firewall Technology uses quartz to absorb harmful frequencies and then the frequencies emit
back in a neutralised wave form. This field interacts with the human body and transmits certain specific
information.
The Penergetic technology:
Energetic Programming helps enhance the overall effect by having the Phone Chip with information
containing an energy value that promotes your well-being.
Key Benefits
Protect yourself from the negative effects caused by electromagnetic radiation (e-smog).
Activate and support your body’s natural defences and energy systems.
Feel more focussed and more energised.
Receive the positive informational effects and energy increases everytime your Phone Chip comes into
contact with your skin.
*As confirmed by Dr med. Manfred Doepp of the Holistic Center of Energy Medicine, Germany.
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Due to the varying radiation emissions of different electronic devices, it is recommended to use:
o One (1) Phone Chip for a mobile phone
o Two (2) Phone Chips for computers or laptops
o Four (4) Phone Chips for televisions (small)
Clean and dry the surface of your device before attaching the Phone Chip.
Peel off the backing of the adhesive sticker and attach the Phone Chip to your mobile phone,
computer or laptop, and television.
The Phone Chip stays effective for a long period of time:
Portable moble phone (1 chip)
: 2 Years
Computers or Laptops (2 chips) : 2 Years
Televisions (4 chips)
: 2 Years

The Phone Chip starts protecting and preventing users from electromagnetic radiation the moment it is
attached to electronic devices. Once attached, the Phone Chip will constantly be exposed to
electromagnetic rays.

